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This course builds upon the basic skills
developed in Art ISlA. Students plan and
execute long term thematic and mixed media
projects using materials, techniques and
working methods that build upon beginning
monoprinting skills. Emphasis is on
application of techniques in the development
of the students' art concepts and goals. It
supports transfer to Fine Arts programs and
provides students with a strong
understanding of historical traditions and
contemporary issues of the field. This
course is the second of three monoprinting
courses and is part of the Monoprinting
Family.
Optional
Letter
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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Expanding upon beginning monoprint techniques and the development of multi-process
prints, students will be introduced to planning and executing long term thematic and
mixed media projects with an emphasis on the development of individual artistic growth.
Contemporary issues and approaches are explored through lecture and demonstration.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Utilize materials, processes, and methods of beginning monoprinting techniques.
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B. Exhibit technical and aesthetic skills that expand upon those learned in Beginning
Monoprint.

C. Analyze the role of monoprint as an important contemporary discipline which
facilitates a cross-over between painting, drawing and printmaking in order to
expand the creative possibilities of each.

D. Compare a broad spectrum of traditional and modem monoprint approaches to
demonstrate an increasing knowledge of technique in order to achieve creative
and viable solutions to given problems.

E. Practice safe and appropriate use printmaking equipment and materials.
F. Create a body of work that reflects exploration of approaches and their creative

application as related to content development and artistic expression.
G. Create and select a body of work suitable for advance study, transfer, and/or

career opportunities.

v. CONTENTS
A. Review of basic monoprint techniques, materials, supplies, health and safety

information
B. Survey and discussion of the broad range of advanced techniques and their

relation to basic monoprint techniques and content development
C. Multiple drop printing and registration techniques using damp and dry paper

1. Mylar registration template and 4 sided marked paper for damp paper
2. Mat board window registration template for damp and dry paper
3. Registration pins for dry paper
4. T-bar for dry paper

D. Further exploration of the "monoprint" process versus the "monotype" process
through use of matrixes and monotype techniques
1. Creating a collagraph plate and printing with selected monotype technique(s)
2. Creating an etched plate and printing with selected monotype technique(s)
3. Creating a relief plate and printing with selected monotype technique(s)

E. Photographic approaches and relation to monoprint and monotype techniques.
1. Photo-etching
2. Solarplates
3. Photogravure
4. Photo copy lithographic process
5. Wintergreen transfer

F. Multilayered prints created through the use monoprinting/monotype processes and
mixed media
1. chine colle
2. varied paper types
3. photographic processes and images
4. drawings
5. paintings
6. found elements
7. type
8. written passages
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G. Editing approaches as applied to semester's work for purposes such as self
assessment for continued print series development, transfer or scholarship
portfolio creation, or exhibition opportunities

H. Critiquing
1. Material and process terminology used to describe working methodes) of a

specific print assignment
2. Design terminology and principles used to describe compositional

considerations of a specific print assignment
3. Discussion of content in relation to material, technique and composition

considerations for a specific print assignment

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In class assignments
a. Create a series of prints by means of multiple drop printing in process

colours using damp paper.
1. print an original
2. print the ghost of the original
3. accurately print the counter using "t"-bar registration
4. accurately add more drops to the original, ghost and counter when

necessary
b. Create a series of prints using dry paper.

1. print an original
2. print the ghost of the original
3. accurately add more drops to the original and the ghost

c. Create a series of prints using chosen plate matrix (collograph, intaglio,
relief)
1. print the plate using the it la poupee method of inking if applicable
2. print the plate using a blend roll if applicable
3. print using the stencil method of inking
4. print using chine-colle

d. Create a series of prints using one of the following photographic based
process in combination with the printing approaches listed in c.
1. photo-etching
2. solarplates
3. photogravure
5. photo copy lithographic process
6. wintergreen transfer

e. Review series of prints with consideration to content, process, continuity,
and cohesion to determine which best serve as the basis of a portfolio for
1. further print series development
2. transfer
3. scholarship
4. exhibition

f. Optional field trips may be organized by instructor to museums, galleries
or exhibitions pertaining to printmaking
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2. Out of class assignments
a. Sketchbook and material preparatory work for specified class assignments
b. Independent research of materials and techniques

B. Evaluation
1. Assessment of individual projects in regard to technique and idea and design

considerations
2. Mid-term portfolio evaluation of all completed assignments to assess technical

and conceptual skill development
3. Final portfolio evaluation of all completed assignments to assess technical and

conceptual skill development
4. Participation in mid-term group critiques
5. Participation in final group critiques
6. Class participation

a. Student observes all lectures and demonstration and actively works in
class on each assignment throughout the scheduled class time

b. Student observes health and safety issues in a printmaking studio
environment

c. Class participation in lab clean up and organization
C. Textbooks and other instructional materials

1. Texts required or recommended as determined by the instructor such as:
a. Printmaking Handbook: Monoprinting, Jackie Newell and Dee

Whittington, A & C Black Publishers, 2006
b. Monotype/Monoprint: History and Techniques, Kurt Wisneski, Bellbrier

Press, 1995
c. Web - http://monoprints.com/

2. Instructor created digital and analog image presentations related to specific
assignments and regarding print and art history.

3. Reference materials as determined by the instructor such as:
a. The Printmaking Bible: The Complete Guide to Materials and Techniques,

Ann d'Arcy Hughes and Hebe Vernon-Morris, Chronicle Books, 2008
b. Installations and Experimental Printmaking, Alexia Tala, A & C Black

Publishers, 2009
4. Museum and gallery exhibitions, artist and printmaking studios appropriate to

monoprinting and other related printmaking media as determined by the
instructor, such as:
a. Achenbach Foundation at the Legion of Honor
b. Aurobora Press, Paulson Press, et al.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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